Phasic influences of vagal stimulation on atrioventricular conduction.
The beat-by-beat changes in atrioventricular (AV) conduction evoked by constant frequency and phase-coupled vagal stimulation were examined both qualitatively and quantitatively in 13 anesthetized dogs. The effects of pacing cycle length and sympathetic activity on the vagally induced phasic changes in AV conduction were also characterized. When the vagal stimulus interval was nearly equal to the pacing cycle length and the vagal stimulus moved progressively through the cardiac cycle, AV interval oscillated in a rhythmic fashion. The rhythmicity of the vagally induced AV interval oscillations was altered substantially by changes in either the vagal stimulus interval or the pacing cycle length. The vagally induced AV interval oscillations were abolished during phase-coupled vagal stimulation; however, the magnitude of the resultant steady-state AV interval depended on the time relative to the phase of the cardiac cycle that the vagal stimulus was delivered. In the presence or absence of sympathetic stimulation, a vagal stimulus falling approximately 200 ms prior to atrial depolarization evoked the greatest prolongation in AV interval, regardless of the pacing cycle length. Additionally, the effects of combined sympathetic and phase-dependent vagal stimulation on the AV interval were additive. These data confirm that the influence of a vagal stimulus on AV interval can be predicted from the phase in the cardiac cycle that the vagal stimulus is delivered. Moreover, this phase dependency of vagal effects evokes marked qualitative variations in AV interval response patterns when either the vagal stimulus interval or the pacing cycle length is altered.